Abstract: We present a multiple-path scalable configuration that allows the interrogation of an intralipid flow in a vessel at five multiple depths separated by a spatial interval that could be easily adjusted from zero to values less, larger, or much larger than the coherence length of the optical source. The range of flow values measured is accommodated by modifying the difference between the frequencies of signals driving two frequency shifters, each being a part of an active loop placed in each arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
Introduction
High sensitivity, large dynamic range, and micron-level resolution measurements can be performed by interfering backscattered light from a sample with a local strong beam, according to principles of low coherence interferometry [1] , [2] . Such measurements build on the coherence gating principle that can be combined with a lateral scanner to achieve optical coherence tomography (OCT) [3] . OCT has been employed for providing depth resolved internal structure of samples [4] either based on time domain [5] , [6] or spectral domain interferometry [7] , [8] .
In spectral domain (SD)-OCT systems where all depths are practically present at once in the optical spectrum modulation, higher acquisition speed and higher sensitivity than in TD-OCT configurations are achievable [9] .
SD-OCT has been combined with Doppler imaging [10] to acquire images of blood flow in skin [11] and human retina [12] - [16] that allow angiography imaging with no dye. Doppler based methods provide the magnitude and direction of flow. To reduce the sensitivity of measurement to undesired phase instabilities, joint spectral and time domain OCT [17] has been introduced.
A different method is based on fluctuation measurements that employ variations in phase between successive images. Phase-variance OCT between successive B-scans allowed mapping of micro-vasculature without quantitative flow information [18] . By calculating the squared intensity difference between successive tomograms [19] , the flow against static tissue can be contrasted. Intensity based methods are insensitive to electronic trigger jitter and therefore are better suited to swept source OCT systems. By further development of a quantitative statistical model for static tissue, three-dimensional imaging and absolute blood flow of the rat cortex were reported [20] .
An alternative to the high speed provision of flow information via SD-OCT is presented in this paper. The configuration introduced here uses time domain (TD) interferometry. This can be combined with en-face OCT, which presents an unexploited potential in the possibility of simultaneous acquisitions of several en-face (C-scan) images from different depths. Several techniques have already been proposed in this respect. However, the solutions previously studied exhibited increased losses with the number of channels [21] , or mismatched dispersion in multiple-path modulators [22] . This limited the number of channels to two only. In addition, it was difficult to adjust the differential distance between the depths were information was acquired from. Such TD technology can in principle be modified to also provide depth resolved information on flow.
A better configuration is presented here, that enables simultaneous interrogation of flow at multiple depths separated by a spatial interval adjustable from zero to values less, larger, or much larger than the coherence length of the optical source. The key to the new configuration presented is the use of recirculating loops in both reference and sample arms of a low-coherence interferometer. A similar configuration was previously reported for delivering several C-scan OCT images from different depths simultaneously in a Drosophila melanogaster larvae [23] , as well as from the human eye in vivo [24] .
A different signal processing technique is employed in this paper than that in [23] and [24] , where spectral analysis of the multiple carrier frequencies in the photo-detected signal spectrum, deliver in parallel, individual points along the optic axis. This is usually oriented at a different direction than the flow direction. Each point along this optic axis corresponds to a depth in the flow selected by a coherence gate tuned to a different optical path difference (OPD) value in the interferometer. The method presented is also sensitive to the flow direction.
For the moment, we are not aware of any report where multiple depths in the flow are monitored simultaneously in real time. However, once such a technique is proven, it may find applications in characterizing the flow, such as in identifying transition from laminar to turbulent regime. Another possible application is that of monitoring circulating cells, in a low concentration in liquid and when their size is a fraction of the vessel diameter. In this way, they can be monitored individually, irrespective of where exactly in depth they crossed the line of sight. Further work may include detection of transversal movement by measuring the enlargement in frequency of the carriers shown in Fig. 3 .
Experimental Setup
The interferometry experiments are conducted on a home-built time-domain OCT system based on single mode fibers. A schematic diagram of the set-up is presented in Fig. 1 . Light from an optical source (Lumes Photonics, LPB, 1530-1560 nm) amplified by an erbium doped optical amplifier (Amonics AEDFA-PA-35-B-FA) is split into a main sample arm and a main reference arm by the directional coupler DC, which feeds a Mach-Zehnder interferometer set-up, determining an axial resolution of 35 m measured in air. In each arm of the interferometer, a separate optical loop, with an adjustable path length is placed. Each loop incorporates an acousto-optic frequency shifter (AOFS S and AOFS R ) that shifts the optical frequency upward by the frequency of the driving signal f S ðf R Þ. To compensate for losses, semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA S and SOA R , QPhotonics, QSOA-1050) are incorporated into the two loops.
In this way, multiple depths within the flow are simultaneously interrogated, separated by the difference between the optical path lengths of the two loops, OPD L .
The optical path lengths in the loops and their difference OPD L can be adjusted by actuating on the micrometer screws of the translation stages TS incorporated in the loops, which allow axial movement of the launchers holding the microscope objectives ðMO 5 À MO 8 Þ and optical fiber apertures. In order to protect the SOA S and SOA R from stray reflections, optical isolators I Sa;b and I Ra;b are placed at their inputs and outputs. The injection of light into the loops and the reinjection of the amplified light into the main loop take place at the directional coupler DC S ðDC R Þ. For every pass of light through the two loops, the optical frequency is shifted by f S ðf R Þ.
The main sample arm contains a beam-splitter (BS), two microscope objectives (MO 1 and MO 2 ), and an aspheric lens (L 1 , focal length 1.5 cm, from NewFocus 5726-H-C) to convey light to and back from the sample, which, here, is a cuvette flown by intralipid. A high numerical aperture was chosen for L 1 to enhance the signal collection, despite the immediate disadvantage of a shorter depth of focus (DOF) than the path length inside the cuvette. Given the beam diameter to L 1 of 2.5 mm, this determined a theoretical transversal resolution of 15 m and a theoretical DOF of 223 m [4, page 549] measured in air. However, in practice significant signal was collected from depths outside the DOF, showing that the confocal gate is wider than the theoretical value, partly due to aberrations introduced by the tilt of the cuvette. The focus was adjusted close to the bottom of the cuvette, to compensate for the decay of signal due to liquid absorption. The optical power on the cuvette was 600 W. With the SOA S on, the optical power to the sample increased to 3.4 mW. The multiple waves from the reference path interfere with the multiple waves from the sample path at the directional coupler BC, producing a frequency beat at jf S À f R j ¼ pÁf , where p is the number of re-circulations of light in the two loops. The BC output signals are sent to a balanced photo-detector unit, consisting of two photo-detectors (PD S and PD R ). Multiple signals pulsating around carriers of frequency pf are present in the photodetected signal, depending on the value of total OPD encountered by the multiple interfering waves. Let us define the OPD as the difference between the path length in the reference arm and the path length in the sample arm. Essential for following the flow direction is to define Áf as the difference of frequencies, f S À f R , i.e., of frequencies of signals applied to the AOF S in the sample path and to the AOF R in the reference arm. This means that a positive Doppler shift, f D , leads to an increase of the beating recorded by the photo-detected signal:
The Doppler shift is positive when the projection of the flow vector along the optic axis is towards the lens L 1 and negative when oriented away from lens L 1 [towards the Right and Left, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) ].
In the main arms of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the main optical path difference is given by the difference between the paths towards and back from the sample, L M;S and the path along the reference arm,
More precisely, the sample length L M;S is the path length measured from DC, along DC S , MO 1 , BS, L, to a point in depth in the sample and back via BS, MO 2 towards BC. The reference length L M;R is the path length measured from DC, along DC R , MO 3 , MO 4 to BC. In the sample active loop, the recirculating sample wave travels from DC S along a length OPD S measured along MO 5 , MO 6 , AOF S , I Sa , SOA S , and I Sb towards the other DC S input. In the reference active loop, the recirculating reference wave travels from DCR along a length OPD R measured along MO 7 , MO 8 , AOFS Ra , I Ra , SOA R , and I Rb towards the other input of DC R . For each pair of roundtrips, p, the waves incur a multiple p of the differential dis-
which case the photo-detected signal pulsates at a frequency p Á Áf . Two different spectrum analyzers are used to measure the spectrum of the photo-detected signal. A Hewlett Packard 3561A for low frequency range (1 Hz-100 kHz) and a Hewlett Packard 8590A for high-frequency range (10 kHz-1.5 GHz).
Experimental Results
Flow is generated by a peristaltic pump (Gilson Minipuls 3), shown in Fig. 2 The peristaltic pump combines microprocessor speed control with a high-torque stepper motor. Chemical-resistant pump heads, equipped with 10 stainless steel rollers, set the performance standard in producing a smooth, low-pulse flow and reproducible flow rate at high pressure. Head speeds are adjustable from 0 to 50 rpm. For the cuvette and the connecting pipes used, a calibration was performed by measuring the volume of fluid flown in a given time, obtaining 6.47 l/s for a 1 rpm on the pump. For the restricted study here, it was decided to evaluate the flow in volume/time as in [10] rather than in volume/area/time as in [20] .
For an incident angle , an index of refraction n, and a cuvette of internal thickness d , the maximum round trip path difference due to light traversing the liquid filled cuvette up to its bottom is
where the angles and ' are shown in Fig. 3 . Considering the index of refraction for soybeam oil 20% of n ¼ 1:47, an angle ¼ 30 , and d ¼ 1 mm, OPD max ¼ 3:12 mm. The AOF S and AOF R are driven by sinusoidal signals of frequencies f S ¼ 40 MHz and f R , respectively, always smaller than f S , to determine frequency differences Áf ¼ 1, 10 and 100 kHz. As explained below, the value of Áf is adjusted to accommodate different flow velocities. Depending on the balance of gain and losses in the secondary rings, only a limited number of round trips can be achieved, as detailed in previous reports on a similar configuration excited by a broadband source [12] . With the intention to acquire simultaneously signals from five points along the cuvette depth, the differential path difference between the two loops was adjusted to OPD L ¼ ÀOPD max =5 ¼ À624 m, by making the path length of the sample loop in the re-circulating sample arm shorter by 624 m than the length of the reference loop, in the re-circulating reference arm. It was the intention to have the points of measurement placed in the middle of the flow, but experimentally is not possible to place the position of the first point at an exact distance from the front cuvette wall as the distance from the fifth point to the bottom of the cuvette wall. In this way, the flow inside the cuvette is investigated at points in depth separated by jOPD L j=2n within the cuvette, where n is the index of refraction of the liquid. Here the front wall is closest to the lens L 1 while the bottom wall is the farthest away from the lens L 1 . These points are at different axial distance from L 1 , selected by multiple values of the differential delay, OPD L . More exactly, signal is selected from depths z p , satisfying the equation
The length M 0 is that of the main OPD measured up to the point 0, as shown in Fig. 3 , where the multiple coherence gates, selected by carriers pÁf , satisfy the following relation: Point 0, where z 0 ¼ 0, was aimed to be adjusted by shifting the cuvette axially, as close as possible to the top of the liquid in the cuvette. The results below suggest that it was slightly inside the front wall of the cuvette, and therefore it is such shown in Fig. 3 . The depths z p are measured along the direction of the refracted ray in the liquid. Using (1) and (2), by adjusting M 0 ¼ 0, the depths to each point in the liquid, z p , are given by
In other words, interference for the re-circulating waves traversing the secondary loops once, exhibit a maximum for the signal from depth z 1 given by OPD M ¼ 2nz 1 ¼ 624 m, the recirculating waves traversing the secondary loops twice, exhibit an interference maximum for the signal from depth z 2 given by OPD M ¼ 2nz 2 ¼ 1248 m and so on. Fig. 2 (c) displays a typical spectrum of the photo-detected signal for p ¼ 2. With reference to Left and Right, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the optical frequency is shifted to lower values when the liquid is moved to the left and to higher values when the liquid is moved to the right. The increase or decrease in the frequency of the photo-detected signal is determined by the frequencies of the signals applied to the AOF S and AOF R . In the example in Fig. 2(c) , the frequency of the signal applied to the reference signal, AOF R , was lower by 100 kHz than that of the signal applied to AOF S . This means that an increase of the frequency of the backscattered signal from the sample due to Doppler effect, when the liquid is moved to the Right, determines an increase of the beating frequency over the value of multiples of Áf ¼ 100 kHz, in the case illustrated for p ¼ 2, from Áf ¼ 200 kHz. An enlargement of the peak is also obvious, attributed to the variation of flow from particle to particle inside the intralipid. waves in the loops, coming from p points in the cuvette. The deviation of the frequency of the fifth point is not equal to the deviation of the frequency for the first point, showing that the distance of the first point to the front cuvette wall is not equal to the distance of the fifth point to the bottom cuvette wall. The spectra shown represent simultaneous measurements of flow distribution within the cuvette at p ¼ 5 points z p . The frequency difference obtained by deducting the number on each peak in Fig. 4(a) and (c) from the corresponding number shown in Fig. 4(b) is proportional to the flow value at the respective points in the cuvette at depths matched by p Á OPD L values, where p ¼ 1 to 5. These values sample the flow profile within the tilted cuvette of d ¼ 1 mm thickness (determining an OPD max ¼ 3 mm as obtained above).
Each component in Fig. 4(a) -(c) represents shifted carriers pÁf of independent measurement channels delivered by coherence gates selecting signals from depths z p , satisfying the condition (1) for each p ¼ 1, 2 to 5.
Evaluating the frequency deviations from rest position for all 5 peaks, a flow profile in the cuvette can be drawn, as shown in Fig. 4(e) for three values of the velocity flux of 0.64 l/s, 6 .47 l/s, and 12.94 l/s.
Obviously, if the flow was any faster, the deviations may exceed the value of Áf ¼ 10 kHz chosen. Therefore, the faster the flow, the larger the value of Áf needed for correct measurements. For slower flows, however the method can be sensitized by reducing Áf , to allow the frequency deviations to exhibit significant deviations from frequency zero. By changing the frequency difference Áf , different flow ranges can thus be accommodated. For the next set of measurements presented in Fig. 4(d) and (f) the carrier frequency was set lower, to Áf ¼ 1 kHz, and, respectively, higher, to Áf ¼ 100 kHz to prove the adaptability of the set-up presented to different ranges of flow velocity measurements. Velocity flux as small as 0.65 l/s can be clearly measured in Fig. 4(d) while large velocity flux, of 64.7 l/s can be measured in Fig. 4(f) . The larger the velocity flux and the larger the order p, the wider the peak and the lower the amplitude of the peak. The 5th order p was of a too small amplitude to be precisely measured.
In time, the lengths of the two pipes connecting the pump to the cuvette vary due to a pulling effect exerted by the pump. Therefore, often reversal of the flow direction was needed from an experiment to the next, in order to allow the pipe to regain its original spatial position. The frequency shift was measured for flow in both directions, hence the pairs of graphs in Fig. 4(d)-(f) .
In Fig. 4(a) -(c), the span was 60 kHz and the bandwidth of the low frequency spectrum analyzer was 600 Hz which corresponds to simultaneous measurements of 5 points in depths in the flow in 1.67 ms. In Fig. 4(d) and (e), the low frequency spectrum analyzer was used, at a span of 20 kHz, bandwidth of 200 Hz, allowing measurements in 5 ms. For the faster flow in Fig. 4(f) , the higher frequency analyzer was used, at a span of 80 kHz, bandwidth of 1 kHz, allowing measurements in 1 ms.
The linewidth of the peaks in Fig. 4(a) -(c) is approximately 1 kHz and a minimum deviation of 40 Hz could be measured, and this limits the minimum velocity that can be measured. Experimentally, we could discern, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , shifts as small as 40 Hz (first point for velocity flux of 0.64 l/s. This instability is attributed partly to thermal fluctuations of the fiber lengths and to radio frequency instabilities in the two driving generators of AOF S and AOF R .
To evaluate the errors in estimating the frequency shifts, we have repetitively measured each frequency five times and evaluated the variances for the graphs in Fig. 4(e) , with the flow to the right. The error bars are represented for the three velocity flux values in Fig. 4(e) , in Fig. 5 .
The error bars displayed in Fig. 5 are expected to display larger values with the recirculation order due to the longer optical paths of the secondary loops traveled by the higher recirculation orders. However, this is not materialized in Fig. 5 , the statistics seems to be more dominated by the flow itself more than the instabilities due to the longer fiber paths.
Time Domain Measurement of the Flow Profile
The multiple path configuration opens an interesting avenue for evaluation of the flow profile. In comparison with flow exploration by scanning the OPD in the main configuration, based on time domain low coherence interferometry, the multiple path configuration allows the same flow profile to be scanned by using a shorter mechanical displacement. Due to multiple recirculations of the waves in the secondary loops, the larger the number of roundtrips, the smaller the needed OPD variation in the secondary loop to explore the entire flow profile. This property is illustrated in Fig. 6 . This illustrates the particularity of the configuration presented, that each channel can be used to produce a version of the entire flow profile. Each flow profile is obtained by measuring the deviation frequency in each channel, versus the differential optical path difference measured between the two secondary loops, OPD L . In the sample arm, the cuvette was kept fixed, after being adjusted axially for the focus to be placed approximately inside the liquid. The path length in the sample secondary loop was then changed by moving the translation stage, TS, holding MO 6 , position indexed by x . By doing so, OPD L was varied, and the frequency shifts were measured for each carrier (corresponding to p ¼ 1 to 5 re-circulations of light in the two loops) and Áf ¼ 10 kHz. The extension of the profile measured using waves traversing the loops once, p ¼ 1, covers approximately 3 mm, as expected. The other profiles, for p ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5 cover proportionally less. Spatially collapsed flow profiles versus OPD L are obtained for the higher order p channels. The OPD L value is proportional to the position x of the TS moving MO 6 . All profiles in Fig. 6 represent the same variation of flow within the cuvette, however if the flow profile is measured by varying the OPD L , then given a translation stage with a fixed translation speed, the profile can be measured five times faster in the channel p ¼ 5 than in the channel p ¼ 1 (equivalent to a measurement in a basic Mach-Zehnder configuration, i.e., in the main loop). The curves in Fig. 6 show the amount of OPD L path length scanning required to cover the entire flow profile. The range of OPD L needed is less than that required for scanning the OPD in the main loop, and the larger the order p, less is the range required to obtain the whole flow profile. In this case, change is applied to the path length in the sample secondary loop, OPD S . The translation stage carrying MO6 and fiber end are moved along coordinate x . Instead of scanning the OPD in the main interferometer for 3 mm, it is possible to infer the flow profile by scanning OPD L in one of the secondary loops by 3 mm/p only, for instance for p ¼ 5, a range of x variation of 0.6 mm would suffice.
The origin, x 0 , where all curves in Fig. 6 start from, can be found in the following way. Let us consider points of sufficient intensity on all graphs, for instance the points where the frequency shift is 1.5 kHz at x 1 ¼ 13:5 mm. On the same side of the decaying parts of the 5 curves, frequency shifts of equal value correspond to the same axial position in the flow, irrespective of the channel p. The horizontal line in Fig. 6 intersects the other 4 graphs at OPD values expressed as x p measured on the translation stage. Therefore, for each x p
The horizontal line in Fig. 6 
Discussion
The range of flow values can be obtained from the frequency obtained with the spectrum analyzer via Measurements were presented for different Áf values to accommodate different velocity ranges. The optimum selection for the Áf value was possible because the velocity order of magnitude was known. In practice however, even if this is not known, measurements could start from the largest Áf allowed by system that is subsequently reduced until a significant shift is seen on the spectrum analyzer. If the choice is incorrect, for instance when using a carrier of 1 kHz for a shift or 10 kHz, the carrier is not seen at the right frequency position and aliasing components arise. If by varying the flow velocity, some peaks travel on the analyzer screen in one direction and some others in the opposite direction, this is a clear indication of aliasing that require a larger value Áf .
A comparison of the time domain measurement technology presented here with the widely spread spectral domain technologies should consider several parameters such as the minimum and maximum detectable velocities and set-up complexity. In terms of the minimum detectable velocity, the comparison should evaluate the minimum phase detectable under similar signal to noise ratios. Camera based OCT technology can achieve a few milliradians phase stability [10] while the SS-OCT is generally worse, according to a comparison between Sp-OCT and SS-OCT in [14] . The reduction in sensitivity with the increased order of recirculation as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(c) translates into an increase in the minimum velocity measurement. A 20 dB decrease between the first carrier and the fifth is equivalent to an increase by a factor of 10 1=2 of the minimum velocity measurable [16] , [25] .
A starting point in such a comparison could be the minimum frequency deviation of 40 Hz detectable in Fig. 4(a) , which accounts for a minimum speed of 35.8 m/s, measured in an integration time of 1.67 ms. The larger errors in Fig. 5 , up to 200 Hz are attributed more to the flow than to the system instabilities. In [10] , minimum estimated values using a 100 kHz line rate is estimated around 74 m/s at a wavelength of 1.3 m, which would correspond to a minimum Doppler shift measurable of approximately 200 Hz. The calculation in [10] assumes a phase stability around 10 milliradian. However, the measurable frequency in SD-OCT systems such as that in [10] is directly given by the flow, while in our case it results by heterodyning two signals from two frequency deviations imprinted by the two drivers of the two AOM S . As another disadvantage, phase instability increases due to the error in Áf that is multiplied by the recirculation order. If for p ¼ 1, a minimum shift of 40 Hz is measurable, this becomes proportionally larger with the order p. However, it is expected to achieve better stability for the beating of the carriers coming from the two AOM drivers by using synchronized frequency synthesizers.
In terms of maximum velocity, we should consider a state of the art fast SD-OCT systems as that reported in [14] using a 200 kHz line rate that allowed measurements of speed up to plus minus 50 mm/s. In [14] , errors due to the object movement, scanning and trigger fluctuations are considered in evaluating the minimum measurable velocity. Our method has no jitter due to triggering or reading a camera, the two signals on the two AOM s are continuous.
Here we demonstrated rapid measurements, in the ms range. If signal is small and flow is unstable, averaging becomes necessary which counterbalances the advantage of speed of spectral domain methods. The averaging process is equivalent to an increase in the reading time proportional with the number of averages. The same can be said about the spectral domain methods, where comparisons of phases of A-scans are performed for longer integration time to enhance the phase stability of results.
It should however be noticed that methods such optical micro angiography [15] using a carrier to produce full axial range OCT, present a minimum resolvable velocity, which for instance in [15] is 0.34 mm/s. Such a limitation does not apply to the method demonstrated here.
Conclusion
In summary, a scalable multiple path configuration was presented, that allows simultaneous interrogation of an intralipid flow at several axial depths in a vessel. The set-up is reconfigurable in respect to differential distance and speed range measurable.
The sampling interval between the successive depth values can be adjusted from zero to values less, larger, or much larger than the coherence length of the optical source. This allows adaptation of the set-up to different pipe or cuvette sizes. A source with a relatively reduced bandwidth of 30 nm was employed, giving an axial resolution of 35 m. However, the configuration can be driven by a much larger bandwidth source, to obtain axial resolutions of a few microns to interrogate vessels with smaller diameters than the cuvette thickness utilized here of 1 mm. Depending on practical implementation, some allowance should be given to deterioration of axial resolution with the order of recirculation, due to the proportional decrease in the optical bandwidth for the interfering waves. The axial resolution of the order p ¼ 5 was 30% poorer than that of the order p ¼ 1 [23] .
By adjusting the carrier frequency Áf , the measurable range of flow is adjustable, where a minimum of 0.0358 mm/s could be targeted by the current state of the configuration, given the fiber and radio frequency instabilities, while maximum can exceed 35.8 mm/s, as determined by the carrier of acoustic-optic crystals used in the frequency shifters.
Equivalent measurements of flow profiles can be performed using principles of spectral domain interferometry, either based on spectrometers under broadband excitation or using tunable lasers [25] . Different flow ranges can be accommodated by changing the scanning rate of the swept source. However, the majority of commercial swept sources and the frequency domain modelocked lasers [26] are of fixed tuning rate and such adaptability may not be possible. When using spectrometers, however, different flow ranges can be accommodated by changing the reading rate of the linear CCD or CMOS cameras.
The choice of configuration may be decided by comparing the cost of frequency shifters, SOAs and RF drivers in comparison to that of a reconfigurable spectrometer. As a matter of difference, the technology of fast spectrometers for OCT is now digital and processing of signal delivered requires computers, digital boards, and programming such as in LabVIEW. The solution presented here can be implemented entirely using analogue electronics, allowing simultaneous measurements of frequency shifts of P carriers. Instantaneous frequency difference of channels can be produced by using mixers for the signals delivered by different channels and this may represent a lower cost solution for fast simultaneous interrogation of flow at different depths.
